IES LA ARBOLEDA
ENGLISH AT BREAK TIME
SESSION 3
GENERAL QUIZ 1
1.- Don’t rush!. Do it step by .....
2.- The children were playing hide-and- ....... in the garden
3.- Must I do it immediately?.- Yes, do it at .........
4.- The terrorist killed the woman in cold.....
5.- Which country do pandas come from?
6.- How do you say “zero” in tennis?
7.- French fries are............... fried in oil
8.- What does F.B.I stand for? Federal Bureau of ..............
9.- Many tales end like this: “ And they lived happily ever .....”
10.- C.I.A means Central Intelligence......
11.- What’s the American word for “lorry”
12.- John is in love ......... Helen
13.- Who is ......... charge of the sandwiches?
14.- We have wardrobes in our bedrooms and ..... in our kitchen
15.- This girl is very sexy. She has a great sex - .........
16.- The ............... of Fortune is always spinning
17.- Most trees drop their ........... in autumn
18.- Who conquered Mexico?
19.- The term “Dark Ages” is also used to refer to the .......Ages
20.- John is 38 but he is not married yet. He is a ..........
21.- “When in Rome do as the ............. do”
22.- It’s the largest bird on earth, but it can’t fly. It’s the....
23.- Which apple is in our body and cannot be eaten? .It’s ....... apple
24.- Shakespeare died the same day and the same year as .....
25.- Which river flows through London? The ........
26.- Copernicus discovered that the earth orbits the
27.- He is always as busy as a .........
28.- Peter has no brothers or sisters. He is an .......... child
29.- The station was full of people= The station was ........
30.- In bed you put your head on the
31.- When you drink too much, next morning you have a .....
32.- Who slept for100 years in a famous fairy tale? Sleeping ....
33.- Mark hasn’t got a job. He is ........
34.- “Thank you very much”.- You’re ......
35.- In American English a shop is called a ..............
36.- Ladies and ..............., the show is about to begin!
37.- From my point of ..........., you shouldn’t accept his offer
38.- Who was the Greek god of love?
39.- V.I.P. stands for “ Very important ......”
40.- That was very stupid of him. He made a ....... of himself

